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1Abstract—A

the integration. As mentioned earlier, these structures have
either multiple input nodes, multiple output nodes or both.
This as well is a disadvantageous property since it is
necessary to switch between the input and output nodes
of given structure for the purpose of changing the desired
function. In such case, a switching logic needs to be
designed and added on the chip. Also, if the switching
between functions is controlled strictly digitally, we are
limited in the matter of fine tuning of output responses.
Moreover, the solution in [4] requires a structure
modification to be able to operate in a different mode.
Reconnection-less reconfigurable filters [11]–[17] bring
a possible solution to the above-mentioned problem as the
resulting output response is set through the electronically
controllable elements, which are usually controlled by DC
current or DC voltage, which can be externally applied to the
chip. To the best of author’s knowledge, there has been no
report of a reconnection-less reconfigurable filter offering its
functions in multiple operational modes. Table I provides a
brief comparison of the design introduced in this paper with
relevant previously proposed solutions.

novel solution of a reconnection-less
reconfigurable filter is being presented. The filter works in the
current mode, voltage mode, and mixed mode (voltage
tocurrent) offering sixteen transfer functions in total. The
structure utilizes a voltage differencing transconductance
amplifier, current follower and voltage, and current amplifiers.
The designed structure offers the control of the pole frequency
and quality factor and the adjustment of the band-stop/bandpass area of available functions. The proposed design is
supported by the PSpice simulations using available simulation
models.
Index Terms—Current mode; Electronic control; Electronic
reconfiguration; Frequency filter; Mixed mode; Voltage mode.

I. INTRODUCTION
The versatility of frequency filters, as one of the most
fundamental and commonly used functional blocks in the
industry, is often a desired property. A common attempt
in case of the design of frequency filters is that the filter
provides multiple transfer functions or even better all
standard transfer functions (all pass (AP), band stop (BS),
high pass (HP), band pass (BP), and low pass (LP) ) if
possible. These structures are usually based on the fact that
they include either multiple input nodes, multiple output
nodes or both.
A certain amount of proposed solutions [1]–[10] offers
transfer functions in multiple operational modes in order
to increase the versatility of a given filter. The papers state
that the filters in [1]–[5] provide functions in the current
mode (CM), as well as in the voltage mode (VM). The filter
in [6] offers functions of the current and transimpedance
(voltage to current) mode, while paper [7] presents a filter
operating in voltage and transimpedance mode. Some of the
structures [1]–[7] can also offer some functions of different
modes, but this possibility was not introduced within the
paper. Remaining references [8]–[10] introduce filters
working with all possible combinations - current, voltage,
transimpedance, and transresistance (current to voltage)
mode. Several solutions [4], [5], [10], at some point, include
floating capacitors in order to provide certain functions. It is
a well-known fact that floating capacitors are unsuitable for

II. DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The filter’s core is based around a voltage differencing
transconductance amplifier (VDTA) [18]. A current follower
(CF) [19], variable gain amplifiers (VGAs) [20], and
adjustable current amplifiers (ACAs) [21] are then suitably
added to the circuit. The CF has been added so the HP
response can be taken from the high-impedance node instead
of being taken through C1 (in case of the CM) when the
capacitor could not be grounded. The CF provides a copy of
a current from the input node available from a highimpedance output rather than through the capacitor. VGAs
and
ACAs
then
provide
the
reconnection-less
reconfiguration of the resulting transfer. The VDTA can be
describe by the matrix (1).
The inter-structure of the VDTA is created by two
operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) [20]
as shown in Fig. 1, together with the schematic symbol of
the VDTA. The OTAs have been implemented by universal
current conveyors (UCCs) [22] (terminal Y1 and Y2 are
used as differential voltage inputs, terminal X is grounded
through a resistor R = 1/gm) in this particular case.
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TABLE I. RECENTLY INTRODUCED RECONNECTION-LESS RECONFIGURABLE FILTERS COMPARED TO THE PROPOSED DESIGN.
Ref. No.
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
Fig. 4
Year

2015

2019

2015

No. of active/passive elements

4/2(3)1

2019

5/4

4/2

5/2

All capacitors grounded

No

Yes

No

Yes2

Operational mode

VM

CM

VM

CM

No. of available functions

7

6

7

9

2016

2018

2019

2/3

4/4

4/2

8/2

Yes

Yes

No

CM

VM

VM

5

7

Yes3
CM, VM,
(V→I)
7+7+2

Note: 1 – contains multiple solutions, 2 – one of the capacitors is virtually grounded through the current input,
grounded through voltage outputs of VGA elements.
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Fig. 1. Voltage differencing transconductance amplifier (VDTA): a)
Schematic symbol; b) Implantation of its internal topology by two OTAs.

The CF is described by relation Iout± = ±Iin and its
schematic symbol, and implementation by the UCC can be
seen in Fig. 2. The VGAs were implemented by
commercially available devices VCA822 [23] with their
voltage gain A controlled by the DC control voltage VSET_A.
Their function can be expressed as Vout± = ±AVin. The last
used element ACA is created by commercially available
devices EL2082 [24]. The behavior of the ACA follows a
relation Iout± = ±BIin, where the current gain B is controlled
by the DC control voltage VSET_B. The schematic symbols of
the VGA and ACA are depicted in Fig. 3.

UCC
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IOUT+
IOUT-

Y1

IIN

VOUT
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The proposed filter is presented in Fig 4. The structure
was designed in such way that the input voltage is
distributed into different nodes of the filter since the voltage
can be easily taken from one node and it does not require
an additional active element to distribute the input voltage
in comparison to the voltage summation. In case of the CM,
on the other hand, the currents of individual responses are
summed up in one node as the current summation can be
made without a necessity of an extra active element
in comparison to the current distribution. The first OTA
in the VDTA structure has been implemented by multiple
output element, so it can offer one additional Z output (Z - in
this case). The negative input of the second OTA is not
grounded, but used as an input (labeled as v in Fig. 4). The
capacitor C1 and negative inputs of the first and second
OTAs in the VDTA structure are virtually grounded through
the outputs of VGA elements taking into consideration the
fact that the voltage output has zero impedance in the ideal
case.
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Fig. 3. Schematic symbols: a) Adjustable current amplifier (ACA); b)
Variable gain amplifier (VGA).
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Fig. 4. Proposed
dual-mode
reconfigurable filter.
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The denominator common for both the CM and VM is
given as
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Fig. 2. Current follower: a) Schematic symbol; b) Its implementation by
the UCC.

D( s)  s 2C1C2  sC2 g m1  g m1 g m2 .
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The numerator in case of the VM is

presented in Fig. 6 again compared with the theoretical
expectations. In both cases, we can see a good alignment
of the simulation results with the theory. Eventual
differences at lower and higher frequencies are due to
parasitic characteristics of used active elements and their
bandwidth limitations.

N ( s)   s 2C1C2 A1  s(C2 g m 2 A3  C2 g m1 A2 ) 
 g m1 g m 2 A2 ,

(3)

and the numerator for the CM is

N ( s)  s 2C1C2 B3  sC2 gm1 B2  gm1 gm 2 B1 .

(4)
Band stop
Band pass

As it can be seen, the resulting output response depends
on the setting of voltage gains A for the VM and current
gains B for the CM all controlled electronically by DC
voltages. The filter provides all standard transfer functions
(AP, BS, HP, BP, and LP) in both modes. The setting
of control voltages in dependence on the resulting output
response is stated in Table II. The filter also offers functions
BP and HP (both polarities) of the mixed mode (voltage
to current). The control voltages can be understood as
follows: A = 0 for -1 V, A = 1 for 0 V, and A = 2 for 1 V
when referring to the VGA and B = 0 for 0 V and B = 1 for
1 V in case of the ACA. The pole frequency and quality
factor of the filter in both cases are expressed as:
f0 

1
2

Q

Theory

Fig. 5. Transfer functions of BS, HP, BP, and LP in case of the CM:
simulation results (colored solid characteristics) and theory (black dashed
characteristics).

Band pass

g m1 g m 2
,
C1C2

(5)

C1 g m 2
.
C2 g m1

Band stop

(6)
Theory
High pass

Therefore, f0 can be controlled without affecting Q by the
change of gm1 and gm2 if a simple condition gm1 = gm2 is
fulfilled. Similarly, Q can be controlled without affecting f0
by changing the ratio between gm1 and gm2 as long as the
result of the multiplication of gm1 and gm2 remains
unchanged.

HP
0V
0V
1V

BP
0V
1V
0V

LP
1V
0V
0V

BS
1V
0V
1V

Low pass

Fig. 6. Transfer functions of BS, HP, BP and LP in case of the VM:
simulation results (colored solid characteristics) and theory (black dashed
characteristics).

The band-stop function of the voltage mode has been
selected for the presentation of the controllability of f0. This
ability is demonstrated for five different settings of values
of transconductances gm1, gm2 (gm1 = gm2). The chosen values
are 560 µS, 750 µS, 1 mS, 1.33 mS, and 1.77 mS resulting
in the theoretical f0 of 89.1 kHz, 119.4 kHz, 159,2 kHz,
211.7 kHz, and 281.7 kHz. The obtained simulation results
are depicted in Fig. 7.

TABLE II. THE SETTING OF THE CONTROL VOLTAGES IN
RELATION TO PARTICULAR OUTPUT RESPONSE.
VM
HP
BP
LP
BS
AP
VSET_A1
0V
-1 V
-1 V
0V
0V
VSET_A2
-1 V
-1 V
0V
0V
0V
VSET_A3
-1 V
0V
0V
0V
1V
CM
VSET_B1
VSET_B2
VSET_B3

Low pass

High pass

AP
1V
1V
1V

III. VERIFICATION
The verification of the design has been made with the help
of PSpice simulations involving available simulation models
of the UCC and commercially available devices VCA822
and EL2082 to implement active elements in the way
suggested in the previous section. The values
of transconductances and the passive parts were chosen to be
gm1 = gm2 = 1 mS and C1 = C2 = 1 nF. Therefore, the
theoretical values of the pole frequency and quality factor
are equal to f0 = 159.2 kHz and Q = 1.
The current mode transfer functions of BS, HP, BP, and
LP obtained from the simulations are compared with the
theoretical expectations in Fig. 5. Similarly, the same
transfer functions, but this time for the voltage mode, are

gm1 = gm2 = 568 µS
f0 = 87.9 kHz
gm1 = gm2 = 750 µS
f0 = 115.9 kHz

gm1 = gm2 = 1.77 mS
f0 = 272.9 kHz
gm1 = gm2 = 1.33 mS
f0 = 205.1 kHz
gm1 = gm2 = 1 mS
f0 = 155.6 kHz

Theory

Fig. 7. The controllability of f0 demonstrated for five different settings of
transconductances gm1 and gm2.

The values of f0 acquired from the simulation are
compared with the theoretical values in Table III. The
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obtained simulation results show slightly lower values than
the theoretical presumptions, nevertheless the results yield
only small difference, which can be easily compensated
assuming the electronic control of the transconductances. It
would be possible to provide an electronic control of f0 and
Q by a different type of implementation of the OTA element
unfortunately, the commercially available elements with the
electronic control of their transconductance usually offer
only one output and it would have to be constructed by
multiple active elements.

are current gains of individual ACA elements, and, finally,
A1, A2, and A3 stand for the voltage gains of VGAs.
The corresponding denominator (common for both current
and voltage modes) considering these parameters takes a
form of

TABLE III. THE CONTROL OF THE POLE FREQUENCY.
gm1, gm2
560 µS 750 µS
1 mS
1.33 mS 1.77 mS
f0 theoretical
89.1
119.4
159.2
211.7
281.7
[kHz]
f0 simulated
87.9
115.9
155.6
205.1
272.9
[kHz]

N real _ CM ( s)  s 2 C1C2 n2 B3  sC2 g m13 n1 B2 

Dreal ( s)  s 2C1C2  sC2 gm11n1  gm12 gm 21n1.

(7)

The real numerators of the filter working in the CM and
VM are given by the following equations:

 g m12 g m 22 n1 B1 ,

(8)

N real _ VM ( s)  s 2 C1C2 A1  s (C2 g m11n1 A2 
 C2 g m 21n1 A3 )  g m12 g m 21n1 A2 .

The stop-band area (as much as the pass-band area)
of available functions can be easily adjusted if required. This
can be seen in Fig. 8 demonstrated on the CM band-pass
function. The band-stop area at lower frequencies can be
controlled by the adjustment of the value of current gain B1,
while the band-stop area at higher frequencies can be
adjusted by B3. In similar manner, the band-stop/band-pass
areas of the VM functions can be adjusted by changing the
value of A2 for lower frequency band and A1 for higher
frequency band. This feature also allows the filter to offer
special functions of high-pass and low-pass with transfer
zero (HPZ, LPZ). The setting for the Fig. 8 is as follows
VSET_B1 (or VSET_B3) = 0.1 V, 0.03 V, and 0.01 V. The
colored solid lines show the adjustment of the higher
frequency band (controlled by B3) and the black dashed lines
stand for the adjustment of the lower frequency band
(controlled by B1).

.

(9)

The relative sensitivity of the filter to a change of
an individual parameter can be described as [25]
K ( j )



K ( j )

S R _ qi  Re S R _ qi

,

(10)

where K = K(jω) is a complex transfer of the filter
K = IOUT/IIN and qi represents ith parameter of the filter.
Maple tool was used to perform the mathematical expression
of the sensitivities.
Figures 9 and 10 show the results of the sensitivity
analysis across whole frequency range from 100 Hz
to 100 MHz.

VSET_B3 = 0.1 V

VSET_B1 = 0.1 V

VSET_B3 = 0.03 V
VSET_B1 = 0.03 V
VSET_B1 = 0.01 V

VSET_B3 = 0.01 V

Fig. 9. Relative sensitivity of the HP function of the CM for individual
parameters in dependence on the frequency.

Fig. 8. Demonstration of the adjustability of the band-stop areas of the CM
band-pass function for various settings.

Figure 9 shows the results for the HP function in case
when the proposed filter operates in the current mode
(sensitivities for parameters gm12, gm22, B1, and B2 are zero as
these parameters are not contained in the transfer function
for the HP function) and Fig. 10 presents the results for the
LP function in case of the VM (sensitivity of A1 is zero).
From the graphs, it can be seen that all sensitivities are
relatively low (they are around one, which is the typical
value). The highest sensitivity is around the pole frequency
of the filter (159.2 kHz), which is well known fact.
The DC transfer function of LP in case of both modes
were carried out (Figs. 11 and 12) in order to show the
available region, where the circuit acts linearly.

The further analysis of the proposed filtering structure
includes a sensitivity analysis. The fabrication mismatch
(certain inaccuracy of individual outputs of each active
element and the tolerance of used passive parts) can
significantly influence the resulting transfer characteristics.
Based on this fact, the filter operating in the CM involves 12
parameters (C1, C2, gm11, gm12, gm13, gm21, gm22, n1, n2, B1, B2,
and B3) and 9 parameters (C1, C2, gm11, gm12, gm21, n1, A1, A2,
and A3) in the VM. Parameters gm11, gm12, gm13, gm21, and
gm22 are transconductances of individual outputs of OTA
elements within the VDTA, n1 and n2 are transfers
of individual outputs of the CF, parameters B1, B2, and B3
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